CASE STUDY

Iceland’s DK Software
Switch to Cohesity
Increases Reliability,
Ease of Use, and
Capacity Efficiency
DK Software is a leading provider of business solutions software in Iceland. It
provides services to around 5,000 midsized and small businesses and serves
around 8,000 users. Client businesses include retail, hospitality, and accounting. A
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key function is satisfying clients’ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) requirements.
In the accounting and financial sectors, DK Software has 40-50 percent of the
Icelandic market share.
In its 22 years of existence, DK Software has seen continual growth, up to as much
as 15 percent year on year, and it is seeing growth in new opportunity areas such

Microsoft

as e-commerce.
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Challenges

Endor

The frontline businesses that rely on DK Software are themselves in large part providers of services.
Their reputations and livelihoods depend on their digitised systems being available whenever they
are needed, with real-time updating and constant data availability. A computer outage and any data
loss could cause a DK Software client to miss a sales opportunity and incur reputational damage. If
problems occur, clients expect DK Software’s services to be faultless, seamless, and fast.
DK Software previously had an outsourced, hosted backup/restore solution. It was in discussions
with its existing vendor to upgrade, but while the vendor was keen to continue with a hosted

Key Benefits

solution, DK Software wanted to take more ownership of its data, and have a greater degree of

• 100% reliability with improved

up in one word: simplification.

control. What the team at DK Software was looking for in terms of operational gains can be summed

storage efficiency
• Up to 80% faster backup and
restore speeds
• Simple self-service to enable
delivery of restores on demand
• Under two-year ROI

The organisation needed to perform necessary tasks without calling on the company’s most
technically skilled people all the time, broadening the range of staff that could help clients with urgent
restores. The organisation also had a strong desire for a self-service system, so that client servicing
could be completed in house.
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“
Cohesity has improved our backup and restore speeds by 80 percent. When we need to recover a
backup, it takes minimal time to find the data that needs to be restored and in total, it usually takes
not more than five or ten minutes to find and restore a backup, which is a tremendous enhancement
to our environment.
Þorvaldur Hafdal, System Manager
In addition, DK Software had budgetary considerations, yet

relative speed and efficiency delivered by Cohesity, backups now can

acknowledged a backup and restore solution was a necessary

be started at four-hour intervals—a 6x increase in frequency. And a

expense. The question leadership asked was whether the expenditure

move to backing up every two hours is planned imminently—which

was providing the best value for the money. Brynjar Hermannsson,

will result in a 12x increase in client recovery points. Even this is not

head of the technical support department at DK Software, said of

the end of possibilities.

its existing system, “It was OK but not the latest tech and getting
increasingly costly for us.”

Hermannsson notes that “14 percent of our storage capacity
previously was consumed on a 24-hour backup cycle. Moving to a

Solution

four-hour cycle uses just 20 percent, and so moving to a two-hour

Having recently invested in a new solution, DK Software re-visited

and will not affect our 1.5 to 2 years ROI.” This is due to Cohesity’s

its choice after a short time and subsequently switched to Cohesity,
walking away from the initial solution. The DK Software team think
this was a great decision.
Cohesity brought together three vitally important considerations

cycle is going to be well within our capacity, available at no extra cost,
variable-block data duplication and class-leading capacity efficiency.
The key gains DK Software has achieved include:

•

100% reliability with improved storage efficiency – Cohesity
works quickly and efficiently all the time, and DK Software is
seeing 3x better storage efficiency than anticipated. At the
current rate, the company will not have to expand systems until
Year 3, or possibly Year 4

•

Improved backup and restore speeds – 5x improvement in
backup job time for the most critical services (from 6 hours
to 1.25 hours, or 80% faster) and the company has seen a 4x
improvement in restore times for critical services.

•

More frequent backups – Backups are improved by a 6x
increase in frequency

•

Simple self-service – Providing restores to clients is now so easy
that any member of the technical support team can provide the
service. This means restores can be delivered on demand.

•

Under two-year ROI – In addition to end-user and servicerelated gains, DK Software has calculated ROI at 1.5 to 2 years.

for DK Software. As Hafdal put it, “The user interface was easy to
understand and use, the support was very good, and the sales team
were excellent. I could contact them directly; they gave really good
feedback when we got stuck and they were always trying to determine
our needs. At times, I felt like I was Cohesity’s only customer.”
DK Software deployed Cohesity, spread across two sites in an activepassive setup. Cohesity replication ensures fast disaster recovery,
as well as provides an air-gap between the sites so that there is no
possibility of cross-contamination of malware. Four nodes contain 96
TB of capacity.

Results
With its previous vendor, DK Software had backed up once every 24
hours, so that if a client requested a restore, there was a possibility
the client could lose more than the last 23 hours of data. With the
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